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Piggydb is a Java-based software application designed specifically for helping you organize interrelated and textual content into
in a virtual working environment. You can use this program as an outliner, diary or notebook. Portable running mode The tool
comes in a lightweight and portable package which can be deployed on your system on the fly. The best part about it is that you
don’t need to go through an installation process as you can directly run the utility on the target computer. The portable mode
brings some advantages to your computer. The app doesn’t leave any entries in the Windows registry and store configuration
data. You can also copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices and take it with out. Web-driven interface Piggydb can be
controlled via your preferred web browser, be it Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Internet Explorer or another one. It delivers a clean
interface where you can keep track of your information with the aid of multiple fragments. Additionally, you may create
relationships between the generated fragments. Create a new fragment Piggydb helps you store data on an online platform and
insert multiple fragments for organizing your pieces of information. A new fragment can be easily created by providing the title,
adding a tag, and writing a user-defined message right in the dedicated panel. You can also paste the text from other third-party
tools, preview the fragment before adding it to the database, as well as alter the text in terms of bold, italic or strike-through
options, insert links, enter the fragment ID, add a custom file from your computer, and embed the quote symbol. A new
fragment can also consist of a single document imported from your system. Managing fragments, searches and filters The
application allows you to create relationships between fragments using the drag-and-drop support, preview the content of a
fragment in a new HTML webpage, edit or bookmark the fragment, as well as tag fragments as trash or add them to the
homepage, and select multiple fragments at the same time. The viewing mode can also tweaked using the built-in slider which
allows you to hide or show details about your registered fragments. Plus, you can make the tool shuffle the notes, sort them in an
ascending or descending order, or filter data by update or creation date, ID, title, creator or updater. Several configuration
settings to play with Piggydb lets you change the current password, export the current database to a file for making sure
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With this handy and practical software, you can create a home work planner for students that can be easily referenced and
updated.The application comes with a user friendly interface and multiple options to configure. You can easily save your data
on cloud and access them anytime, anywhere. One click access to your work plan on web and sync with all your mobile devices.
All your work plans can be accessed at the go, even offline. You can also add files and other documents, create new tasks or
updates and more. This lightweight application has some advantages: * Can be used as a student work planner * Can easily be
shared with others and sync with their mobile devices * Data can be easily imported and exported * Can be used offline without
internet * Can be easily accessed and updated anytime, anywhere * Supports drag and drop of tasks * Can be shared using a
link, QR code, or in an email * Can be published on the web using a web address * Can be saved and synced to other mobile
devices (such as tablets) * Supports multi-language * Supports optional background music * Features: - Export to file - Print -
Multi-platform support - Support for Desktop, Laptop and Mobile devices - View, Edit and Delete all your tasks - Sync between
devices - Publish to web - Markdown format support - Dynamic color highlighting - Tasks can be created - Import, Edit, and
Delete tasks - Add a task directly on your web browser - Add a task directly from your system files - Task organizer - Add, Edit,
delete, sort, sync tasks - Supports automatic highlighting of selected tasks - Supports color selection - Automatically sync to
Dropbox - Import and Export Tasks - One-click access to your tasks in web - Can access your tasks even when offline - Sync
and share tasks with other people using the web and on all devices - Tasks can be edited, deleted, or created - Single Task,
Group Task, Markdown format - Write task on a virtual note pad - Can automatically create new tasks on the fly - Supports
calendar, share, label, insert, view, and delete calendar tasks - Supports normal tasks and tasks with todo - Supports tasks with
time and due date - Supports tasks with priority - Supports tasks with labels and custom color - Supports tasks with markdown -
Supports tasks with attachments and custom description
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tools, preview the fragment before adding it to the database, as well as alter the text in terms of bold, italic or strike-through
options, insert links, enter the fragment ID, add a custom file from your computer, and embed the quote symbol. A new
fragment can also consist of a single document imported from your system. Managing fragments, searches and filters The
application allows you to create relationships between fragments using the drag-and-drop support, preview the content of a
fragment in a new HTML webpage, edit or bookmark the fragment, as well as tag fragments as trash or add them to the
homepage, and select multiple fragments at the same time. The viewing mode can also tweaked using the built-in slider which
allows you to hide or show details about your registered fragments. Plus, you can make the tool shuffle the notes, sort them in an
ascending or descending order, or filter data by update or creation date, ID, title, creator or updater. Several configuration
settings to play with Piggydb lets you change the current password, export the current database to a file for making sure you can
easily restore it in case of data loss, as well as check out information about the current database, such as title, settings (database
path, anonymous access), statistics (number of fragments, relationships, tags and filters) and debug info (Java version, vendor
and directory, memory and database version). An efficient data organizer Piggydb helps you create a database where you can
store any
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System Requirements:

CPU: Intel Core i5-4570/AMD FX-9590 or equivalent OS: Windows 7, 8.1, or 10 (64-bit versions only) RAM: 4GB GPU:
NVIDIA GTX660 or AMD Radeon HD7870 or equivalent HDD: 5GB DirectX: DirectX 11 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Controller: Gamepad or keyboard and mouse Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes:
Gamepad/keyboard may be required to complete some tasks in the
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